with ratios varying between 1.5:1 to 200:1. Lower ratios are obtained using "lossless" compression techniques, 1,2 resulting in unmodified copies of the original images once reconstructed. "Lossy" techniques allow higher compression ratios (10:1 and higher), but modify the original pixel data, explaining the reluctance of the medical community to adopt them as part of their everyday practice. Examples of lossy compression methods include several methods standardized by the Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG), and newer and more experimental techniques such as waveletbased techniques and fractal compression, among others. Extensive research is needed before these techniques can be used confidently in medical practice for diagnostic purposes. This preliminary study, in preparation for a larger study comparing a greater number of methods with more elaborate analysis, focuses on the quantitative comparison of three lossy compression methods.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
The study was based on a population of 60 medicai images. These images were distributed as listed in Table 1 . lmages were obtained in Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) file format from various vendors' modalities, representing a wide variety of organ system studies. Digitized studies were processed on a Lumisys 150 medical film digitizer (Lumisys, Sunnyvale, CA) and driven by proprietary software generating DICOM files.
Three compression algorithms were applied to each image, with a range of compression levels applied to each. The compression algorithms used were Pegasus wavelet, Aware wavelet, and Independent JPEG Group (IDG) JPEG (release 6b)--Penn State modification.
Each compression algorithm used a distinct compression factor. The Pegasus algorithm used a factor that ranged from 100 (minimum compression) to 0 (maximum compression). The Aware algorithm used a desired ratio factor. This factor indicated the desired compression ratio one would like. (The desired ratio would not yield a file that was exactly the requested ratio; but ir was sometimes close.) Valid ratios ranged from 5.3:1 up to 100:1. The JPEG algorithm used a factor that ranged from 100 (mŸ compression) to 1 (maximum compression). Our methodology entailed a three-phase process. The first phase was to generate a Pegasus-compressed image, an Awarecompressed image, anda JPEG-compressed image that were comparable in file size for nine different levels. We applied the Pegasus algorithm first at the following levels: 70, 60, 50, 45, 40, 30, 25, 20, and 10. The other methods were then applied by software developed for the study to obtain comparable file sizes for both compression methods at each compression level. Each algorithm was applied in several iterations until a compressed image comparable in file size to its Pegasus counterpart was generated. The second phase was to reconstruct the compressed images. All compressed images were reconstructed to generate a set of nine images per technique and labeled appropriately. It turned out that the Pegasus algorithm gave the widest range of compressibility for all images. We had initially planned to use Pegasus compression factors of 100, 90, 80 .... down to 0; and then generate Aware-and JPEG-compressed files that were comparable in size to their Pegasus counterparts. However, we could not generate Aware and JPEG images of comparable file sizes. After analysis, the common range of compression between Aware and Pegasus was found to be between Pegasus factors of 70 through 10, and the common range of compression between JPEG, Pegasus and Aware was found to be between Pegasus factors of 70 through 30.
The final phase was to perform quantitative statistical analysis that compared each compressed-then-reconstructed image with its original image counterpart. Three numbers were computed. The ¡ number was the sum of the absolute value of differences between each pixel in the original image and its corresponding pixel in the compressed-then-decompressed image. m, = E ]Ax., -B,.,
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The second number was the sum of squared difl'erences between each pixel in the original image and its corresponding pixel in the compressed-then-decompressed image.
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The third number computed was the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), which is another measure to indicate how "close" one image is to another. PSNR is defined as:
# of pixels where the number of bits is 12, x is the width of the image, y is the height of the image, A is the original image, Bis the compressed-then-decompressed image, and the summafion in the denominator is simply the second measure described earlier, taz. So the equation is reduced to:
Higher values of PSNR indicate that the reconstructed image is closer to the original image than those images with lower PSNR values. If the compressed-then-decompressed image is identical to the original image, then the PSNR is equal to in¡ since me would be zero. Table 2 is an extract of the findings displaying a subset of the collected and calculated data and the statistical measures for these two images.
RESULTS
Both Aware wavelet and Pegasus wavelet were able to compress images on all nine predefined levels, allowing the use of the full range of 550 measurements to compare these two techniques. To evaluate JPEG in a paired manner against the other two techniques, we had to reduce the population of measurements to the six common levels achievable by all three techniques, and performed statistical comparisons on a limited population of 360 measurements. 
Comparison of Two Wavelet Techniques: 550 Measurements
Comparison of the absolute sum of pixel differences and PSNR values measured on 550 compression instances showed statistically significant differences of image quality at similar compression levels between the two wavelet implementations (Fig 1) .
Paired t test comparison of both measurements on the larger population of 550 instances showed the Pegasus implementation to yield significantly better measurements at similar compressed image sizes. JPEG was not included in this comparison, as its compressibility did not cover the three lower compression levels.
Comparison of All Compression Techniques: 360 Measurements
Comparison of the absolute sum of pixel differences measured on 360 compression instances showed statistically significant differences of image quality at similar compression levels between the two wavelet implementations (Fig 2) , and between Pegasus wavelet and JPEG, but not between Aware wavelet and JPEG.
Comparison of the PSNR differences measured on 360 compression instances showed statistically significant differences of image quality at similar compression levels between all three compression techniques, although data distribution for Aware wavelet remained closer to JPEG, rather than to Pegasus wavelet. Paired t test comparison of measurements showed Pegasus wavelet compression to yield significantly better results for both measurements when compared with the other methods. A ware wavelet's measurements were close enough to JPEG to be statistically similar to it for absolute sum of pixel differences.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Wavelet compression has already been shown to give better compression quality at constant compressed file sizes compared with JPEG. menters and users to adopt wavelet technology as part of their image management and communication installations, there has to be significant differences in quality and compressibility compared with JPEG, in order to justify expensive software licenses and the introduction of proprietary elements in the standard. As this short study shows, different wavelet implementations vary in their capacity to differentiate themselves from the old, established lossy JPEG. Further studies including other commercial flavors of wavelet with a larger series of images and subjective analysis need to be performed to determine the best compression technologies available from vendors.
